Behind The Badge Real Stories From The Police Beat
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience approximately lesson, amusement, as with ease as deal can be gotten by just checking out a books Behind The Badge Real Stories From The Police Beat next it is not directly done,
you could tolerate even more concerning this life, re the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as capably as simple pretension to acquire those all. We find the money for Behind The Badge Real Stories From The Police Beat and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. accompanied by them is this Behind The Badge Real Stories From The Police Beat that can be your partner.

This book is historically themed, and will be of interest to people who live in, or have close knowledge of, the city

The Badge Jack Webb 2006 There has been no other epoch in American history where corruption, debauchery,

of Lima, Ohio.

and horrific murder has intersected with a society as speciously glittering and innocent as the Los Angeles of the

Coming Out from Behind the Badge Greg Miraglia 2007 This book is about how police officers can overcome law

1940s and 50s. This work deals with subjects like the sex slaying of Betty Short, narcotics, gambling and

enforcement's unwritten "don't ask, don't tell" policy and live their lives as they were made to be. The book

prostitution.

includes a collection of autobiographies of highly successful police officers from all over the country. These rarely

True Blue: To Protect and Serve Sgt. Randy Sutton 2009-04-28 Lieutenant Randy Sutton's fascinating collection of

published coming out stories of real police officers are intended to inspire the thousands of law enforcement officers

stories and memories, solicited from law enforcement officers across the country, offers a broad and insightful look

who are still in the closet and who are searching for the courage to come out. This book is perfect for you if you

at the many facets of police life: courage, exhilaration, frustration, loss, and even humor, from the everyday to the

are. . Working in law enforcement and thinking about coming out. . An out gay or lesbian in law enforcement. . A

career-defining moments on the job. Told by the cops that lived them, these stories show what it truly means to

friend of someone in law enforcement who is gay and struggling. . An ally who wants to learn more about how to

protect and serve. Readers will come to recognize the faces behind the badge, as they witness officers charge into

be supportive. . A law enforcement leader interested in creating an accepting diverse place to work. . A law

the unknown on The Beat, honor and mourn friends in The Fallen, hear the War Stories spread in police locker

enforcement psychologist who wants to better understand. . A young gay or lesbian person who is thinking about

rooms and bars, discover the unbreakable line between civilian and cop in the Line of Duty, and feel the blood-

a law enforcement career. . Anyone who wants a look inside a secretive and intriguing part of law enforcement.

boiling adrenaline during those life-altering moments when a cop must use Deadly Force. TRUE BLUE: To

www.comingoutfrombehindthebadge.com

Protect and Serve is a funny, exciting, haunting compilation of true stories written by active and retired police

Warrior-Servant-Leader Pat Welsh 2015-08-20 Danger. Duty. Distrust. These three words accurately describe the

officers, most of whom have never written before, alongside published officers from all over the United States. A

everyday life of a cop: on and off duty. The danger and duty of protecting and serving comes with the job. Over

portion of the royalties for this book will be donated to The National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund.

my 26 year career, many people have told me, "I could never be a cop." They never heard the call to live the law

Surviving the Badge Dennis G. Parker 2011-10-13 Once in a while, you run into one of those books you just

enforcement officer's life of danger and duty. For others, it is an inherent distrust, and almost hatred, of police

CAN'T PUT DOWN! You have definitely just found one! One of the Midwest's most highly decorated Law

officers. But most people don't realize the distrust they have of cops is a two way street. Warrior, Servant, Leader.

Enforcement Officers has decided to share with you the absolute truth about what REALLY goes on out there.

Three words citizens do not typically associate with cops. You hear the word cop and picture a guy in uniform,

Seventy Three different stories cover a good portion of the strange and bizarre things that happen to Cops. You'll

gun and badge and handcuffs, arresting someone or racing down the street with lights and siren screaming "get

laugh, you'll cry and everything in between. Prepare to be shocked and awed! From murders to theft reports on

out of my way!" If you are stopped by a cop, you secretly say to yourself, "Why is he harassing me?" If you need a

$15 throw rugs, from crazy folks to weird animal adventures, you will find yourself fascinated, grossed out and

cop, one is never around. If you are a cop, you spend some days wishing "stupidity" was a crime so you could take

laughing so hard, you get a stomach ache, all at the same time! But wait, there's more! Does the author spare the

everyone you meet to jail. This book will take a look at the Warriors, Servants and Leaders who wear the uniform

men and women in uniform from embarrassment and a little bad press? Absolutely not! No candy coating here, no

of Law Enforcement. Life behind the badge is a life most cops guard and treasure. You will get a hard look at a life

"special editing" to best serve the "needs" of the audience. This is just the naked truth. Good guys, bad guys, good

most people can only imagine. The stories and lessons shared are about cops, but this book applies also to the

cops, bad cops, no one is safe from Sheriff Dennis G. Parker's pen as he tells each tale exactly as it happened. Witty,

Warriors, Servants and Leaders in all walks of life. If you are a spouse or parent or businessman, student or pastor

intense, incredibly wild read, funny throughout and impossible to put down! Grab your coffee. Grab your

or your hardest job is just being yourself, the principles and lessons are entirely applicable. Take the Warrior-

doughnut and get ready for a seriously wild reading adventure!

Servant-Leader self assessment at the end of the book to enhance your vision and journey as a Warrior, Servant

The View from Behind a Badge Don Stratton 2013-10-01 A sometimes humorous, sometimes poignant, but always

and Leader. Thank you for sharing this journey with me.

honest, first person memoir of a police career that has lasted for over 50 years. It is a rare view from inside the

Behind the Texas Badge 2018 "103 Texas peace officers recount their proudest moments, the most unusual calls

police department of a small city, with stories of incidents and events told from the unique viewpoint of someone

they've handled, their worst days on duty, and what gets them through it all." --Introduction.

who was there, who worked at all levels within the department, and who saw it all. It chronicles many of the

Murderer with a Badge Edward Humes 1993-12 Profiles Los Angeles police officer William Leasure, a mild-

changes that have taken place in the 50 year period, both within the police agency and in the public in general.

mannered officer married to a prosecutor, who, unbeknownst to his wife or fellow cops, used his badge as a cover
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for a decade-long crime spree of burglary, adultery, and murder. Original.

get a chance to walk in the shoes of one while reading about the personal and spiritual battles waged when one is

Good Cop, Sad Cop David B Boyer 2019-02-03 "I'll never forget the first time I killed a man. Wait...I'm getting way

fighting crime. Jim’s narrative will pull you into the moment of each crisis. These stories are the material of

ahead of myself calling it a killing. Yes, I did kill him, but you couldn't really classify it as a murder. I shot him in

movies but they happened in real life. Jim will weave his experiences into the truth taught in Scripture.

order to save an innocent person's life, in the line of duty. I used to be a cop. Until I killed - but a justified shooting

Whether or not you are part of the law enforcement community, you will be entertained by the adventures.

- a young man by the name of Tommy Ray Wallace. After that? I was a useless drunk. I lost everything. And the

Regardless of your relationship with Christ, you will be challenged to do something with the claims made by

girl whose life I saved? She never even thanked me for it."So says Ben Striker, former cop - and hero. He lost

Jesus. There is engaging action in this book, but the serious purpose is that it will serve as a challenging devotional

everything that day, in the line of duty. His job, his family, his faith, his integrity, all gone in the blink of an eye.

guide and bring you closer to Christ.

Cops are REAL heroes, who more often than not don't get the respect or recognition they deserve. Heroes are

Behind the Badge Ron Cowart 2017-07-10 Cops tend to think and do things differently from the average,

only human too, and at times, in the midst of all the horror and pain and helplessness they feel on the job - and at

everyday citizen. And their sense-of-humor tends to be different as well. Things that may shock the average

home, behind the badge - yes, they are vulnerable, and they may falter like everyone else. In the book GOOD

person are oftentimes considered hilarious by cops. While many agree that it's just one way of coping with what

COP, SAD COP, Author David Boyer provides an insight into the private lives of our men and women in blue,

cops are subjected too on a daily basis, it also makes for some downright funny stories, not to mention cherished

and how much they have to deal with behind the scenes, often having to suffer in silence.Please pray everyday

memories. The author has taken some of these stories, from two departments located in Baton Rouge, Louisiana

for our Police Officers. They have a very tough job. We cannot expect them to wallow in the filth of society day

and compiled them, for posterity, into Behind the Badge.

in and day out without our full support and our prayers. Who among us is willing to give our lives for people we

Behind the Badge Rocky Warren 1998-01-01

don't know or for people who don't care about us? That is what they are willing to do everyday they put on their

Blue Peter Andrew Alexander Leger 2013-01-01 Presents a revealing behind-the-scenes journey through four

uniform and leave home - and when they go back home, too.

decades of Britain's best-loved children's television programme. In this title, the author relives his most memorable

Behind The Badge Harry D. Penny, Jr. 2007-01-01 Harry wrote of his memories of his law enforcement years in a

moments on location during 36 years as a programme producer and director. It offers an account of his hits, misses

humorous fashion, memories he would like to share with all of us. There is a funny side to law enforcement, that,

and near-death experiences.

maybe no one ever sees. These stories are all true and set forth for enjoyment.

Behind Badge 32 2015

Mitch Speed Mitch Speed 2017-10-10 See the world through the eyes of a man who found perspective through

The Heart Behind the Badge Ron Shipp 2016-11-08 What do you do when one of your friends is murdered? Not

serving others, and how his response to adversity helped shape the lives of other people around him. More than a

only murdered, but she was murdered by your other friend, (her ex husband) who also happened to be your

man with a badge, meet the man behind the badge.

childhood hero. This isn't just another book about OJ Simpson, it is the full story of a man who found himself in the

Behind the Badge in River City Don Dupay 2016-03-07 Pimps, prostitutes, safe crackers, murderers, drug addicts,

middle of a dark tunnel that seemed to have no end. After years of guilt, lies, and betrayal, Ron battled back and

thieves and thugs--and of course, the Portland Police Bureau--Don DuPay introduces them all in this candid,

forth whether or not to tell his story, in fear of losing his credibility. Twenty-two years later, he felt it was time

entertaining and brutal look at the stark realities of police work. DuPay, a 17-year veteran of the force, has written

for his story to be told. The Heart Behind the Badge is a memoir that outlines the life and events that led up to

an intimate memoir that will take the reader on an unforgettable journey, pulling back the curtain to reveal the

him testifying against one of his friends in what would be known as The Trial of the Century. Not one of his 15

true and shocking machinations that fueled police culture, during his time. It's a world of danger and

years on the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) could have prepared him for what he was about to face.

contradictions, where officers are torn between their duties and the demands of survival. Police officers get

Pride and Honor Joseph A. Horak 2007-03 Murder, Arson, Burglary, Rape, Drugs, Drug Dealing, Drunk Driving,

dressed, strap on a gun, and go to war. It's a different war every day but it's still a war. In this unforgettable story,

and Family Disputes, are all a part of the day to day life of a policeman. How he dealt with these issues is why

the reader is never left to choose between the good guys or the bad guys. DuPay keeps it real as he wrestles with

Detective Horak is the kind of policeman I want in MY town. They are, with the exception of a few, dedicated,

a vocation that nearly destroyed him. DuPay provides, startling revelations about the corruption, burn-out and

conscientious, brave and hard-working men and women. Detective Horak was a man that believed in honor and

heartache that he experienced during his time on the force--dynamics which remain a common pattern in long-

courage at the personal level. He did what he thought was right, regardless of the politics or personal sacrifice. In

term law enforcement careers. Second edition includes new stories and photos.

one story he spent 13 hours behind a door to catch five criminals... Even after his partner had gone home! I want

Cop Without a Badge Charles Kipps 2009-07-01 What's the difference between a cop and Kevin Maher? Kevin

more police men with Joe Horak's integrity and sense of duty working for me! Floyd Thompson

doesn't have a badge. And he doesn't play by the rules. Cop Without A Badge tracks confidential informant Kevin

Lives Behind the Badge Kristi Neace 2009-11 A heartwarming compilation of stories told by police wives and

Maher as he helps the NYPD, the FBI, and many other law enforcement agencies solve cases that range from

family members.

robbery to extortion to homicide. In the process, Kevin becomes the highest paid CI the DEA ever had. But

Behind the Badge Dick Lang 2012-11-01 Memoire of a retired environmental conservation officer originally from

Kevin's motives are more complicated than simply money. Having been arrested for Grand Theft Auto at the age

Buffalo, NY.

of sixteen, his felony conviction prevents him from being what he always wanted to be: a police officer. So now

American Heroes Coming Out from Behind the Badge Greg Miraglia 2010-12 Imagine working in a job you

he's out to prove to himself he truly is what he could've been. A cop. Even without a badge. Kevin Maher was 39

always dreamed of having and working in a career that excites and fulfills you in every way. Consider what it

years old and living in New Jersey in 1996 when Cop Without A Badge was first published. Maher now works as

would be like to be highly successful in your work, admired by your peers, but always fearful that if anyone you

a private investigator in the state of California.

work with discovered your secret, it could all be over. This is what it is like to be a closeted gay, lesbian, bisexual,

The Spirit behind Badge 145 Jim McNeff 2013-12-27 We are enamored with stories about cops, but rarely do we

or transgender member of law enforcement. And in the fire service and emergency medical services profession,
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the condition is even worse because of the common housing situation required while working a 24 to 48 hour

officer, former detective, and mystery writer Stacy Dittrich tells eighteen stories about cops who kill. From the

shift. It's true that society as a whole has become more accepting of gay and lesbian people, but homophobia

brutal to the bizarre, the senseless to the extreme, these men and women abused their power, took human life, and

continues to be pervasive in much of the public safety arena. Most states still do not have any employment

are now (except for one) paying the consequences.Some killed for love, others for money, and still others because

protection against harassment and discrimination based on sexual orientation. Imagine being fired from the job you

of seemingly trivial personality conflicts. Dittrich profiles, among others:· New Orleans cop Antoinette Frank, who

love because of who you are. American Heroes Coming Out From Behind The Badge is Greg Miraglia's second

brutally murdered three innocent people, including a fellow officer· Canton, Ohio police officer Bobby Cutts Jr.,

book intended to show examples of how police officers, firefighters, and EMS professionals have been able to come

who murdered his former girlfriend when she was nine-months pregnant· California highway patrolman Craig

out and be successful on the job. The stories come from across the country and tell of a very personal and

Peyer, who pulled over San Diego State college student Cara Knott over a frivolous traffic violation, then

courageous journey. They are intended to both inspire and educate. The book contains a section on how to come

murdered her.· Columbia, Missouri officer Steven Rios, who slit the throat of his gay lover, after he threatened to

out as well as a section with resources and associations supporting LGBT public safety professionals. This book is

tell everyone of their relationship.As a veteran police officer with seventeen years of experience, Dittrich is

ideal for anyone who is struggling to come out as well as for straight allies who want to learn more about how to

careful to emphasize that the vast majority of law enforcement officers dutifully uphold their oath to protect the

support their LGBT colleagues.

public trust. The fascinating stories she tells are examples of the few whose character flaws turned them into the

The Badge, the Street and the Cop Leo LePage 2011-10-07 Behind the scenes account of an actual life of a beat cop

very criminals they themselves at one time pursued.Stacy Dittrich (Mansfield, OH) is an award-winning veteran

of the 60's era.

law enforcement officer, author, media consultant, and former detective specializing in sex crimes. In 2002, she

Cop the Truth Behind the Badge Ric Robinson 2003-02-20 "COP THE TRUTH BEHIND THE BADGE" True

received the Victims of Crime Award from former Ohio Attorney General Jim Petro. She is the author of the

stories from cop-turned-author Ric Robinson about "scum-sucking slopeheads and their lying, thieving lawyers."

CeeCee Gallagher thriller series about a female detective. She has been featured on HLN's Nancy Grace show,

Racial profiling, snipers, homeland insecurity, illegal immigrants, domestic violence, DNA, guns, drugs, force,

Fox's Geraldo at Large, and other programs.

pursuits, lies and more.

Faith Behind a Badge Jack H. R. Cannon 2013-07-25 Anyone interested in Law Enforcement will read what it is

Who I Am Jeff Shaw 2020-05-12 In Who I Am: The Man Behind the Badge, I'm going to describe all the gore, all

like to be a Police Officer, Detective and Command Officer, as well as understand what it takes to start a small

the horrors and all the emotions I felt, not to gross you out but to let you know what I experienced.

business. The reader will see evidence of God's involvement in the writer's daily life. It is intended to encourage

Breaking Blue Sean "Sticks" Larkin 2021-06-15 Body cams and dashcams have fundamentally transformed law

friends, family and others, especially those who come from broken homes or humble backgrounds and feel inferior

enforcement in recent years. These innovations can help prove someone committed a crime, or didn't. Real-life

when competing in life's everyday situations. It is true, authentic with visual proofs.

footage has cleared people initially accused of wrongdoing, and in certain instances even implicated officers. But

AFTER THE BADGE Tania Owen 2021-03 When "happily ever after" doesn't turn out like you planned ... there's

that same type of footage can also be used to clear police falsely accused of misdeeds. From allegations of harassment

still hope! Retired Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department Detective Tania Owen is the spouse of Los Angeles

or bias to false arrests or even criminal conduct, these videos can prove officers did not cross a line as sometimes

County Sheriff's Department Sergeant Steve Owen, murdered execution-style in October 2016 when he answered

they are alleged to have done. Breaking Blue is the first book that shares real stories of cops accused of wrongdoing

a burglary-in-progress call. Vickie Speed is the spouse of Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department Detective Mitch

and subsequently cleared. Charges may have been brought against them, Internal Affairs may have started an

Speed, who died from cancer in July 2018 as a result of exposure while on duty. Though the two women were

investigation, but in many cases, thanks to the officer’s body cam or dashcam videos, the true story came to light,

acquainted prior to their husbands' deaths, God supernaturally brought them together and then drew them into a

with charges ultimately dismissed or initial convictions overturned. Sergeant Sean “Sticks” Larkin of the Tulsa

relationship often described like that of the Bible's Ruth and Naomi. Drawing strength from their shared faith in

Police Department Gang Unit and host of A&E show Live PD, presents real stories of officers falsely accused. . ..

God, Tania and Vickie now provide wisdom and encouragement to other law enforcement officers and their

including his own. Now, we can finally get both sides of the story for citizens and the police officers hired to serve

families. In their inspiring book, After the Badge, they reveal the difficulties of being in law enforcement,

and protect.

including how both of their marriages were once almost destroyed-until each couple found the healing,

Murder Behind the Badge Stacy Dittrich 2010 As a crime victim myself who went on to become a felony

forgiveness, and restoration that come only from the hand of our loving heavenly Father.

prosecutor, police have been a constant in my life for many, many years. They are some of the most honorable

SHAN HAI JING—A BOOK COVERED WITH BLOOD Kate Bazilevsky 2014-08-22 In essence, this story is about

people I have ever known. This book exposes the dichotomy between police who fight crime every day vs. those

how a certain person was searching his bookshelf for something to read and in the end found a book, which turned

who have become criminals themselves... a real mind-twister!- NANCY GRACEFormer prosecutor, host of HLN

out to be the source, from which it is possible to obtain absolutely any kind of information about absolutely any

Prime Time's Nancy Graceand author of the New York Times best seller Objection! - How High-PricedDefense

person. Meaning, information to the smallest particulars and details about what his or her qualities of personality

Attorneys, Celebrity Defendants, and a 24/7 Media Have Hijacked Our Criminal Justice SystemMost men and

are, how he or she lives, what he or she really wants to achieve, what he or she hides, and much more. And, it

women who aspire to be police officers begin their careers with a noble dream of community service, upholding

does not matter, if the subject is some person, who lived in the distant past or lives in the present or someone, who

the law, and helping those in need. Yet over time the rigors and emotional strain of dealing with society's worst

will live in the future. Since, as it turned out later on, this literary monument is nothing other than the Catalog of

element wear on even the most idealistic officers like a sheet of sandpaper, until what used to be a compassionate

human population. In other words, the encyclopedia of Homo sapiens; in essence, the same as encyclopedias,

human being is slowly rubbed away. A few become corrupted and slip into criminal behavior, directly

reference books for specialists, which contain complete information about representatives of a particular subspecies

contradicting their oath to guard the public. Even worse, there are some who hide behind their badges to commit

of animals, plants, etc. Although at some point, the course of this story turned banal: "bad guys" from security

the most heinous crimes imaginable.In a shocking true-crime narrative that reads like a thriller, former police

services, intelligence services, politics decided to not only use this source of knowledge for their dirty deeds, but
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also to appropriate it solely for their personal use. And, the way they tried to do this is also banal: by physically

profile visitors to the city of Boston: The Pope, Miss Shirley McLaine and Tony DeMarco. Engrossing and

destroying the author of discovery of the Catalog of human population and all of his colleagues. However, the

revealing from the first page to the last, here is a real-world look at life on the beat and behind the badge.

ending of this story makes it stand out from the category of ordinary spy stories. At least because the main

True Police Stories of the Strange & Unexplained Ingrid P. Dean 2011-09-08 Early one evening, I was patrolling

characters of this story managed to survive not due to favorable concatenation of circumstances or someone’s help,

alone and decided to stop a vehicle with its taillight out. I had no way of knowing that this seemingly routine

but thanks to that knowledge, which they discovered in the ancient text, which turned out to be the Catalog of

decision would lead to a strange twist of fate years later... These true, first-hand accounts from law enforcement

human population. Of course, such an outcome upset and continues to upset not only the Russian special services,

officials across the nation reveal how intuition, apparitions, UFOs, prophetic dreams, and other forces beyond our

but also all those people in whose way developers of the Catalog of human population got. And, in this civilization,

understanding have impacted them in the course of duty. The weird and unexplained experiences in this book

there are countless numbers of such people: from psychologists (who become no longer needed by anyone) to

take place in the midst of the death-defying gun battles, thrilling rescues, and heart-searing tragedies that police

organizers of this civilization themselves. Since from the standpoint of the Catalog of human

officers face every day—and reveal the fascinating inner lives of the heroic men and women behind the badge.

population—technogenic civilization without a human, which they lovingly built for many centuries, is simply

Behind the Badge Andrew Faull 2010 Provides a glimpse into the world of the individuals behind the badge and

trash, to put it mildly, and beneath all criticism. And, they themselves are also trash. However, regular people,

the tangled world they inhabit on the behalf of the public they serve

who (thanks to the scientific discovery made by Andrey Davydov) got the source with answers to all of their

True Blue Sgt. Randy Sutton 2005-03-01 After September 11, 2001 Las Vegas Police Sergeant Randy Sutton began

questions and individual recipes, now no longer need to pay "experts on the human soul" for being shamelessly

soliciting writing from law enforcement officers-his goal being to bridge the gap between the police and those

fooled. Therefore, whoever tries to kill developers of the Catalog of human population in the future must know

they serve, with a book that offers a broad and thoughtful look at the many facets of police life. Hundreds of active

that it is no longer possible, as they already became part of history of humanity. After all, at the current stage of

and former officers responded from all over the United States: men and women from big cities and small towns,

development, a Homo sapiens has only one possibility to continue to live after death, to live through the ages: in

some who had written professionally, but most for the first time. Sutton culled the selections into five categories:

the product that he/she created. And, those, who tried and continue to try to kill them, were nobodies and will

The Beat, Line of Duty, War Stories, Officer Down, and Ground Zero. The result is True Blue, a collection of

remain nobodies, who one day will cease to exist without leaving a trace. As for organizers of this

funny, charming, exciting, haunting stories about murder investigations, missing children, bungling burglars, car

"civilization"—maybe instead of trying to find new recipes to destroy "excess billions" and trying to examine

chases, lonely and desperate shut-ins, routine traffic stops, officers killed in the line of duty, and the life-changing

human potential using Neanderthal methods, it would be more reasonable not only to find out the recipe of how to

events of September 11. Here, officers reveal their emotions-fear and pride, joy and disgust, shame and love-as

make Homo sapiens a 100% controllable producer and consumer from the source (which, by the way, seems to

they recount the defining moments of their careers. In these stories, the heart and soul behind the badge shines

have been left to humanity by creators of nature and a human on this planet), but also how to build a civilization

through in unexpected ways. True Blue will change the way we think about the deeply human realm of police

without quotes? After all, it only seems to them that they are the main deceivers, while in reality they were

service.

fooled, and fooled majorly.

A Cop's Life Sgt. Randy Sutton 2007-04-01 After September 11, 2001 Las Vegas Police Sergeant Randy Sutton

Behind the Badge Michael Cover 2014 Drawn from twenty-four years of experience working for a Southern

began soliciting writing from law enforcement officers-his goal being to bridge the gap between the police and

California police department, Behind the Badge: A Policemans Legacy is a window into the true-life drama of life

those they serve, with a book that offers a broad and thoughtful look at the many facets of police life. Hundreds of

in the ranks of one of the countrys most dangerous jobs. No longer the realm of Mayberry R.F.D., but not yet the

active and former officers responded from all over the United States: men and women from big cities and small

world of Blade Runner, this is the story of real men and women doing real jobs at the start of the twenty-¬first

towns, some who had written professionally, but most for the first time. Sutton culled the selections into five

century.

categories: The Beat, Line of Duty, War Stories, Officer Down, and Ground Zero. The result is True Blue, a

Behind the Badge Adam Davis 2018-05-01 Take time to refresh before you report. Respected by some and feared

collection of funny, charming, exciting, haunting stories about murder investigations, missing children, bungling

by others, law enforcement officers face daily pressures and dangers uncommon to other professions. Behind the

burglars, car chases, lonely and desperate shut-ins, routine traffic stops, officers killed in the line of duty, and the

Badge provides daily, spiritual nourishment that will encourage you professionally and personally. Filled with

life-changing events of September 11. Here, officers reveal their emotions-fear and pride, joy and disgust, shame

personal stories, relevant Scriptures, and practical prayers, the short devotions focus on themes such as peace,

and love-as they recount the defining moments of their careers. In these stories, the heart and soul behind the

integrity, strength, family, protection, divine direction, preparedness, service, and more. Also included are

badge shines through in unexpected ways. True Blue will change the way we think about the deeply human

powerful blessings and declarations that will inspire and strengthen. God has ordained the path you walk today.

realm of police service.

Let Behind the Badge help equip your steps and be a constant reminder of the permanent backup you have in God

It's Not About the Badge John DiGirolamo 2021-04-26 It's Not About the Badge profiles the lives and careers of six

as you uphold the law.

small town police officers with extraordinary stories. Delve into their personal lives and walk their journey of

Badge #1: True Stories from a Boston Cop Frankie Desario 2007-07 Mobsters. Corruption. The Winter Hill Gang.

compelling real-life tales.Read about ordinary people from various backgrounds where you'll discover the human

Informants. The life of a Boston Cop. Frank DeSario offers a vivid account of his forty-year career in the Boston

spirit of the men and women behind the badge. Take an up close and personal look at police officers and how the

Police Department. From true stories of the Mafia and gangland slayings, to bussing, race riots, thugs and

work impacts their life, told in an interesting and unique creative non-fiction format.

corruption, Frank reveals what it was like to have a ringside seat at events that made history; the TPF, the Boston

In the Shadow of a Badge Lillie Leonardi 2013 Former law enforcement professional Lillie Leonardi has always

Busing Crisis, Barboza and Whitey Bulger. Along the way, he also touches on the more glamorous side of the job--

lived with her feet planted in two separate worlds--the metaphysical and the physical. In the Shadow of a Badge,

including acting as the trusted protector and escort to celebrities, religious and political leaders, and other high-

her previously self-published spiritual memoir, takes you on a dramatic journey of what happens when Leonardi's
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two very distinct realities become dangerously intertwined. During her work at the crash site of Flight 93 in

as a "field of angels" during her first minutes at the crash site, Leonardi must finally reconcile the opposing sides of

Shanksville, Pennsylvania, surrounding the fateful events of September 11th, Leonardi is forced to confront her

her life. We walk with her through the diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, experience the guilt and fear

connection to the divine--something she has struggled with since her youth. Her gripping personal account of the

that grip her, and witness the remarkable transformation of her soul as she discovers that forgiveness, of self and

12 days she spent acting as an FBI liaison between the law enforcement and social service agencies carries you into

others, can be the best remedy. As an inspiring example of what it really means to be called to service, Leonardi

a world that combines the factual and logistical with the angelic and mystical. After witnessing what she describes

shows that it's never too late to find your spiritual path and life's purpose.
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